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Abstract: Any materials have three physical states as solid, liquid, and gas. Basically, the materials at some 
molecular cluster scales are assumed as the same for all the above physical states. So, a basic gauge tensor field 
can be attached to the basic molecular cluster elements (basic material element). Under this objective (material 
element) invariance, the concept of continuum in rational mechanics is studied in this paper. Different material 
phases have different basic gauge fields. So, the matter phases are expressed by the basic gauge transformations. 
Based on this general understanding, the different phases have different motion transformations, internally. Based 
on the points-set transformation concept about the motion transformation in continuum, the macro classical strain 
is expressed by the additive addition of the intrinsic stretching of material element and its intrinsic local rotation. 
For zero classical strain (no macro deformation observed on its configuration surface, suitable container is required 
for liquid and gas to make up macro invariant configuration), the results show that: (1) For solid, the local rotation 
angular is zero. The material element has no intrinsic stretching. (2) For liquid, the local rotation will not change 
the basic gauge tensor. The material element has intrinsic plane stretching on the rotation plane. (3) For gas state, 
the intrinsic local rotation will amplify the basic gauge tensor. The material element has intrinsic stretching along 
the rotation direction. Hence, under the condition of no macro classical strain be observed, the material element 
has three different physical states: solid (no intrinsic stretching), fluid (plane intrinsic stretching), and gas 
(directional intrinsic stretching). Furthermore, for the three states, the free conditions are defined by zero intrinsic 
stretching. Referring to this free condition, the constitutive equations for the materials at multiple states are 
established. It is shown that the classical constitutive equations are included in this general unified formulation.  
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1. Introduction 
 
In classical physics, the materials as a continuum are classified as solid, liquid, and gas. For each 
state, some corresponding mechanics theory or interpretations are formulated. The three states are not 
unified as a continuum in rational sense but it is in the conceptual sense. In this research, a rational 
unifying is persuaded. In fact, at actual world, many materials are composed of the combination of 
solid, liquid, and gas states. The minor gas or liquid states material in a working part of machine may 
cause the failure of the working part. So, for advanced machinery industry, a constitutive equation 
which taken the three states into consideration are urgently needed.  
On physical view-point, although the three states are unified as continuum, the rational 
formulation which can be used to explain the intrinsic difference among them is still missing. 
Phenomenally, for idea solid state, the deformation of material configuration is assumed as zero 
without external action. So, it has no configuration change at natural state. Its deformation stress is 
completely by the classical strain. For liquid, to make it has a fixed configuration (externally observed), 
a suitable container must be used. The internal motion of material elements is not zero. So, a static 
compressive pressure parameter is introduced to express such a kind of internal motion. When the 
internal motion tends to be zero, it becomes to the solid state. So, the boundary between the solid phase 
and the liquid phase is not so clear as we are taught by the standard textbook.  
If the internal motion is strong enough, a closed container must be used to keep the macro 
external configuration of gas. So, the gas has a natural expansion pressure. This is essentially different 
from the nature of liquid phase. However, the boundary between both is still not clear in rational sense. 
By physical facts, two or three phases can exist spontaneously for a suitable temperature. As the 
temperature is the measure the internal motion of materials, the only conclusion which one can make 
out is that the internal motion is continuous although the different phase states seems to be so different 
in phenomenon sense. Therefore, a continuous motion representation should be used to unify the 
different phase states. Only in such a rational formulation, the continuum concept can be viewed as 
rational concept rather than conceptual ones. This is the main purpose of this paper.  
Any materials have three physical states as solid, liquid, and gas. Basically, the materials at some 
molecular cluster scales are the same for all the above physical states. So, a basic gauge tensor field can 
be attached to the basic molecular cluster elements (basic material element). By this kind of gauge field 
theory, different materials have different basic gauge fields.  
Under this objective (material element) invariance principle, the motion concept of continuum in 
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rational mechanics is expressed by the base vectors transformation [1]. Mathematically, the motion in 
continuum is a point-set transformation with the time as the implied parameter. (Unfortunately, in many 
researches (including some textbooks), it is treated as a coordinator transformation [2]. Although 
mathematically it is acceptable with some extent reservation, however, physically, the admissibility of 
physical motion and the material objective invariance principle are abandoned [3-5].) The geometrical 
theory based on the points-set transformation concept has been established by Chen Zhida, in 1987 [1]. 
He finds that the deformation tensor defined on coordinators embedded in the material is the 
looking-for motion transformation. Mathematically, Chen shows that the deformation tensor can be 
decomposed into the additive addition of a symmetrical tensor (represents intrinsic stretching of 
material element under discussion) and an orthogonal local rotation tensor [6-22] (represents intrinsic 
local rotation referring to its original orientation determined by neighboring materials). The researches 
exposes that the macro classical strain is expressed by addition of the intrinsic stretching of material 
element and its intrinsic local rotation.  
Using Chen geometrical field theory of motion in continuum [3-22], the solid, liquid, and gas with 
fixed (invariant external) configuration have a common essential feature of zero classical strain (no 
macro deformation). Hence, the different phase states can be expressed by the different combination of 
intrinsic stretching and the local rotation. When the Chen decomposition form I and decomposition 
form II are used to meet the zero classical strain condition, there are three typical internal motion 
modes. Hence, it is very natural to find that: For zero classical strain (no macro deformation observed 
on its configuration surface, suitable container is required for liquid and gas to make up macro 
invariant configuration), the results show that: (1) For solid, the local rotation angular is zero. The 
material element has no intrinsic stretching. (2) For liquid, the local rotation will not change the basic 
gauge tensor. The material element has intrinsic plane stretching on the rotation plane. (3) For gas state, 
the intrinsic local rotation will amplify the basic gauge tensor. The material element has intrinsic 
stretching along the rotation direction.  
Hence, for macro static continuum observed externally, under the understanding that no macro 
classical strain be observed, the material element has three different physical states: solid (no intrinsic 
stretching), fluid (plane intrinsic stretching), and gas (directional intrinsic stretching).  
Then, a natural question will be asked: if the container is removed, what are the classical strains to 
be determined for different phase states. In this research, such a kind of condition is named as the three 
states. Rationally, the free conditions are defined by zero intrinsic stretching of material elements. 
Referring to this free condition, the stress concept is rationalized. Once these works have been done, 
the constitutive equations for the materials at multiple states are established. Based on the conventional 
standard, the classical constitutive equations must be included in this general unified formulation. This 
is certain for this research, as it is shown where it is appropriate. 
The whole paper will be paragraphed as above. The reference papers [3-22] supply the additional 
documentation for further inquiring. For simplicity, the related results will be used directly. 
 
2. Motion Transformation of Macro Static Continuum 
 
 For a material cluster element, embedding three coordinators 3,2,1, =ixi  with three basic vectors 
0
ig
r , then the material element is defined in continuum. Such a kind of coordinator system is named as 
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commoving dragging coordinator system. Then the motion of the material element within unit time 
(suitably selected) is defined as: 
       0jjii gFg
rr =                                           (1) 
Where, ig
r  is the current base vector, ijF  is the motion transformation. In mathematical sense, ijF  is 
a point-set transformation. In mechanics, it is named as deformation tensor. Locally, it is constructed by 
the displacement field iu (It is measured in initial coordinator system. Here, it is the displacement field 
of unit time; however, the velocity concept will not be used for the acceleration force is no discussed in 
the research. In fact, the zero acceleration means the static, here). The deformation tensor is defined as: 
       ijj
ii
j uF δ+=                                         (2) 
Where, 
j
iu  represents the covariant-derivative, ijδ  is a unit tensor.  
 Phenomenally, the static state of continuum is defined as no macro deformation is observed 
externally. That is the classical strain is zero. For different phase of the same material, its physical and 
mechanics implications are different.  
 2.1 Static Solid 
Solid in natural environment has a fixed configuration. So, its static state is defined as the 
identical base transformation. Hence, the solid state is defined by the deformation tensor as: 
      ijijF δ= , for natural static solid                          (3) 
As there is no displacement field, the classical strain is zero. 
2.2 Static Liquid 
 For liquid, the material element has non-zero displacement field referring to its initial position. In 
natural static state, to make it has fixed configuration, a container is used to keep out its flow on 
horizontal plane. Using Chen decomposition form I, one has: 
       ijijij RSF +=                        (4) 
Where: 
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In above expressions, the parameter Θ  ( 2/2/ ππ <Θ<− ) is called local average rotation angel and 
tensor kjL  defines the local average rotation axis direction. ijS  is the intrinsic strain tensor, ijR  is an 
unit orthogonal rotation tensor. Not that the intrinsic strain and intrinsic local rotation are defined on 
material element referring to its initial configuration (the whole displacement and rigid rotation have no 
contribution to intrinsic deformation, which is eliminated by commoving feature of coordinator 
system). 
 As the classical strain is defined as: 
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The static liquid will require that:  
0≡ijε                                             (10) 
So, the material intrinsic stretching will be: 
       ))(cos1()cos1( ijjikjikij LLLLS δ−Θ−−=Θ−−=               (11) 
Here, for simplicity, the following equations are used: 
     322311 LLLL −=== , 133122 LLLL −=== , 211233 LLLL −===            (12) 
Where, iL  is the component of unit vector along the rotation axe direction.  
For liquid in container, taken the 3x  on the free surface normal direction, as the flow direction is 
on ( 21, xx ) plane on statistical sense, the local rotation direction should be 13 =L , 021 == LL . Hence, 
the material element intrinsic stretching is obtained as: 
     )cos1(11 Θ−=S , )cos1(22 Θ−=S , 033 =S , others are zero             (13) 
It can be seen that the liquid has intrinsic isotropic expansion stretching on fluid surface plane direction. 
This will make the static liquid surface be an idea plane. Theoretically, as the surface normal direction 
has zero intrinsic stretching, the static liquid can have laminar flow structure, as it is observed in daily 
life. It represents our phenomenon experience well. 
 The local rotation will form steam line which will not be discussed in this paper. 
 2.3 Static Gas 
For the gas, to keep it has fixed external configuration, a closed container must be used. For this 
case, the Chen decomposition form II should be used. By this formulation, he unit time deformation 
(deformation rate) is decomposed as: 
          ijijij RSF
~)(cos
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Where, the related items are: 
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Here, the ijS
~  is the intrinsic strain tensor, ijR
~  is an unit orthogonal rotation tensor. Differing from the 
previous mode, the rotation direction tensor is changed into ijL
~  with angular θ ( 2/2/ πθπ <<− ). 
Here, iu  (previously, defined as displacement fields within the unit time duration) is the velocity 
field. 
 Comparing with the liquid, the important point is that: although the deformation tensor is 
continuous, the intrinsic strain and/or local rotation are not continuous. On mechanic sense, although 
the macro deformation is continuous, the intrinsic strain is discontinuous and the local rotation jumps 
from unit orthogonal rotation into orthogonal rotation with volume expansion (say bubbling  in fluid 
environment or cracking in solid environment). 
 When zero classical strain condition is applied, the material intrinsic stretching will be: 
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      jiijkjikij LLLLS
~~)1
cos
1()~~)(1
cos
1(
~ −−=+−−= θδθ                       (19) 
Where, 322311
~~~~ LLLL −=== , 133122 ~~~~ LLLL −=== , 211233 ~~~~ LLLL −=== . 
 Near the container surface, the rotation direction should be along the surface normal direction. 
Taking this direction as the 1~3 =L , 0~~ 21 == LL , the intrinsic stretching is: 
      )1
cos
1(
~3
3 −−= θS , others are zero                                (20) 
It shows that the material element is compressed by the container boundary. 
 On the other hand, the expansion local rotation gives out an isotropic expansion ijδθ )1cos
1( − , so 
the net expansion is parallel to the container surface. The internal materials isotropic expansion is the 
intrinsic features of gas. In classical statistic theory, the boundary bounce mode is used. This logically 
has no contract with the boundary compressing here. 
 Summing above results: (1) the solid has no intrinsic deformation; (2) the liquid has intrinsic 
plane expansion on local rotation plane, the local rotation is an unit orthogonal rotation; (3) the gas has 
intrinsic compressive on its local rotation direction, the local rotation is combined with isotropic 
expansion. Generally, the intrinsic stretching will change the shape of material elements.  
  
3. Motion Transformation of Intrinsic Free Continuum 
 
 For a free material element in continuum, it should has no intrinsic stretching. Its orientation is 
determined by the continuum as whole. If in statistical sense the material elements are in free state, the 
continuum is defined as intrinsic free continuum. Based on previous formulation, the intrinsic free 
continuum is defined as: 
       0=ijS , or 0~ =ijS                                    (21) 
This means that the classical strain may be non-zero, hence macro displacement field or deformation 
can be observed. 
 3.1 Free Solid 
 For free solid, the deformation is Equation (3). It is an identical motion transformation. That 
means the free solid material elements are fixed in continuum. In fact, this picture is overwhelmingly 
adopted in many textbooks as the definition of continuum in mechanics. By this definition, the classical 
strain for free solid is: 
       ijijF δ= , 0=ijε , free solid                            (22) 
Comparing with previous results, the static solid is free solid. This is the special feature of solid. It 
means that the solid material has no motion without external force action.  
 3.2 Free Liquid 
 For liquid, its free state is defined by the deformation tensor: 
       kjikijijijij LLLRF )cos1(sin Θ−+⋅Θ+== δ                   (23) 
It is a pure local rotation. The gauge tensor of the material element is invariant. That is: 
       000 klljkilkljkijiij gRRggRRggg ==⋅= rrrr                       (24) 
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For spatial isotropic material element, ijij gg δ00 = , one has: 00 ijijij ggg == δ . Hence, the liquid material 
element is gauge field invariant. The free state is defined by the local rotation (orientation variation). 
The local rotation is limited by the continuum feature as a whole, as the macro classical strain is not 
zero. By Equation (5),, one has: 
       kjiki
j
j
i
ij LLuu )cos1()(2
1 Θ−=+=ε                       (25) 
For the local rotation along 13 =L  direction (see Equation (12)), the classical strain components are: 
      )cos1(11 Θ−−=ε , )cos1(22 Θ−−=ε , others are zero            (26) 
Phenomenally, the continuum supplies the essential compressing to keep the liquid element has 
invariant gauge. So, the free liquid will form flow-stream line on the rotational plane.  
 If the macro mechanical feature of liquid is expressed by viscosity parameters ( µλ ~,~ ), the internal 
initial stress defined by the free state of continuum is: 
     )cos1)(~~(22211 Θ−+−== µλσσ , )cos1(~233 Θ−−= λσ , others are zero   (27) 
It is an anisotropy stress field. Generally speaking, it will drive the liquid element drifts along the 
rotation direction while rotating along the direction. This phenomenon is typical in daily life as the high 
viscous fluid and low viscous fluid are separated by itself in free continuum.  
 Note that, for liquid, the isotropic stress components can be defined as: 
        ijijp δλδ )cos1(~20 Θ−−=−                          (28) 
So, the rational definition of static pressure of fluid is: 
        )cos1(~20 Θ−= λp                                (29) 
It shows that the static pressure of fluid is determined by the fluid viscosity λ~  and its local rotation 
angle. Generally speaking, for the same material composition, the bigger is the local rotation angle, the 
higher pressure is.  
The surface tension of liquid is rationally defined as: 
       ijij δµσ )cos1(~2 Θ−−= , 2,1, =ji  on surface               (30) 
Note that plane stress on rotational plane has no contribution to the liquid pressure as the rotation has 
random distribution. It shows that the free liquid material elements have an intrinsic surface contraction 
force to keep its shape. For given material features, by measuring the surface tension, the Θ  
parameter can be measured (generally, for most fluid, the µ~  can be well measured). In fact, the 
Equations (29) and (30) can be used to determine the parameter λ~ . This parameter is omitted in most 
fluid mechanics textbook. This problem is highly criticized (Lodge, A.S, 1974, [23]).  
 In fact, by the classical strain Equation (25), the general form of stress can also be written as: 
     jiijij LL)cos1(~2)cos1)(~
~
(2 Θ−+Θ−+−= µδµλσ                       (31) 
For a small liquid drop, the isotropic compressive stress is interpreted as the atmosphere pressure, the 
second item on the right can be interpreted as the liquid drop expansion on the surface direction. Hence, 
the liquid drop can have a fixed shape with an appropriate highness. This equation can found its usage 
in many cases. 
 3.3 Free Gas 
 Free gas is defined by the motion transformation: 
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If the initial gauge tensor is selected as: ijij gg δ00 = , the current gauge tensor is: ijij gg δθ
02)
cos
1(= . So, 
within unit time, the length gauge is increased by a factor θcos/1 . In conventional nomination, this 
factor is named as expansion rate of gas. It depends on the internal motion of gas as a continuum. This 
is represented by the local rotation angle θ . Unlike the free liquid (invariant gauge tensor), free gas 
material will expansion infinitely. So, a closed container is needed to keep them in a configuration. 
 For free gas in continuum mechanics, the classical strain is: 
       jiij LL
~~1
cos
1 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= θε                                   (33) 
When the open surface normal direction is taken as the ( 1~3 =L ) local rotation direction, the classical 
strain is: 
       ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= 1
cos
1
33 θε                                      (34) 
It means that the gas will escape from the surface. As a simple example, if a rectangular container is 
used, when the Hx =3  plane ( 03 =x is the opposite boundary surface) is opened suddenly, the escape 
velocity distribution for the gas material within the container will be approximated as (in statistical 
sense): 33 1cos
1 xu ⋅⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= θ .  
 The classical stress for free gas material element is: 
       jiijij LL
~~)1
cos
1(~2)1
cos
1(
~ −+−= θµδθλσ                     (35) 
The first item on the right is an isotropy expansion pressure, it has the opposite sign referring to the 
liquid. Hence, in rational mechanics, the gas pressure should be defined as: 
       )1
cos
1(
~
0 −= θλP                                      (36) 
Note that the second item has no contribution to the gas pressure as the rotation has random 
distribution.  
 Summering up above results: (1) continuum composed by intrinsic free solid has no classical 
strain; (2) continuum (fluid) composed by intrinsic free liquid has a static compressive pressure; (3) 
continuum (gas or vapor) composed by intrinsic free gas has a static expansion pressure. 
 Note that, although at the free state the material has classical strain, its macro statistical value is 
zero for random orientation distribution. Therefore, for idea continuum, the static state is equivalent 
with the free state. However, for modern industry, in many cases, the liquid or gas may have coherent 
orientation distribution. In these cases, the static state and the free state should be identified 
independently. Strictly speaking, the static state is defined externally as no configuration variation. The 
free state is defined internally (physically) as no molecular cluster scale deformation (intrinsic 
stretching). 
  
4. Constitutive Equations for Continuum 
 
 For continuum, viewing it from physics, the free states (zero intrinsic strain) should be taken as 
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the reference state. Viewing from mechanics deformation theory, the static state should be taken as the 
reference configuration. Except for solid, the incremental stress reference and the incremental strain 
reference are different.  
In Green stress definition (which is usually used in physics), the intrinsic stretching stress is 
defined as: 
       )(2)3( ijijijllij FF δµδλσ −+−=                         (37-1) 
 In Chen rational mechanics, the classical stress is defined as: 
       ijijllij SS µδλσ 2+=                                  (37-2) 
Where, the parameters ( µλ, ) is determined by the physical features of materials. This equation will be 
used to derive the classical constitutive equations.  
 Chen Zhida argued that the local rotation has no contribution to the stress. He pointed out that the 
classical strain in the constitutive definition should be replaced by the intrinsic strain (intrinsic 
stretching). In this paper, the related problems will be fully discussed from physical and statistical 
points of view. 
For continuum, as the local rotation direction (attached on the material element) is random for 
general cases, they contribute zero stress to macro continuum stress observed externally. So, on 
statistical sense, the macro stress of continuum is determined by the intrinsic stretching tensor (intrinsic 
strain tensor). That is: 
     ijijllijij SSdA
µδλσσ 21 +=Σ= ∫ΣΣ                              (38) 
The surface integration expression is used to emphasize the statistical sense. It shows that, for stress, 
the reference state of material should be its free state. For liquid and gas at free states, the initial strain 
is has zero average. However, the initial stress is not zero. 
 For infinitesimal incremental deformation, the classical strain is defined as: 
       )(
2
1
i
j
j
i
ij X
U
X
Ue ∂
∂+∂
∂=                                   (38) 
Here, the laboratory coordinator system ( 321 ,, XXX ) is used. iU  is the spatial macro displacement 
within the unit time under discussion. The classical strain attached on the material element has zero 
contribution to the average, because their rotation direction and orientation have randomly distribution.  
In deformation mechanics point of views, the natural continuum which can be taken as a reference 
should be: zero statistical classical strain reference.  
 4.1 Solid Continuum  
 For solid continuum, referring to its free state, the classical constitutive equation is: 
       ijijllij ee µδλσ 2)( +=                                   (39) 
 4.2 Liquid Continuum  
 For liquid continuum, its free state is defined as: 
       )(Θ= ijij RF                                          (40) 
 For infinitesimal deformation, the incremental deformation is assumed to have no contribution to 
the intrinsic local rotation of material element. Hence, the stress is: 
     ijijlljiijij eeLL µδλµδµλσ ~2)(~)cos1(~2)cos1)(~~(2 ++Θ−+Θ−+−=          (41) 
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For random orientation distribution, it is simplified as: 
       ijijllijij ee µδλδµλσ ~2)(~)cos1)(~~(2 ++Θ−+−=                (42) 
Or, in conventional form: 
       ijijllijij eep µδλδσ ~2)(~0 ++−=                            (43) 
It is clear, if the contribution from incremental local rotation is included, the static pressure should be 
modified. As the static pressure is temperature dependent, it can be inferred that the local rotation angle 
Θ  plays the similar role as the temperature parameter. 
 For many fluid, the item ijlle δλ )(~  is dropped under the names “incompressible materials” 
( 0=lle ) or “inelastic materials” ( µλ ~~ << ).  
 4.3 Gas Continuum 
 For gas continuum, its free state is defined as: 
       )(~
cos
1 θθ
i
j
i
j RF =                                      (44) 
 For infinitesimal deformation, the incremental deformation is assumed to have no contribution to 
the intrinsic local rotation of material element. Hence, the stress is: 
     ijijlljiijij eeLL µδλθµδθλσ
~2)(
~~~)1
cos
1(~2)1
cos
1(
~ ++−+−=                (45) 
Or, in conventional form for random orientation distribution: 
       ijijllijij eeP µδλδσ ~2)(~0 ++=                             (46) 
It is clear, if the contribution from incremental local rotation is included, the static pressure should be 
modified. As the static pressure is temperature dependent, it can be inferred that the local rotation angle 
θ  plays the similar role as the temperature parameter. 
 For many gas continuums, the shear is omitted, and the constitutive equation becomes: 
       ijllijij ekP δδσ )(~0 +=                                   (47) 
Here, the bulk compressibility parameter k~  is used to replace the viscosity parameter λ~  as their 
physical implications are different (although they are almost equal in value).  
 In thermal mechanics, the equation is written as: 
       dVkPP ~0 +=                                        (48) 
It is clear that, the overwhelming simplification of constitutive equation of gas continuum cuts its link 
with the deformation mechanics sharply. No doubt, this empirical altitude will damage the fully 
development of gas dynamics. 
 Summering above results, the unified constitutive equations for continuum are 
       ijijllij SS µδλσ 2+= , Chen decomposition form I          (49-1) 
i
j
i
j
l
l
i
j SS µδλσ ~2~ += , Chen decomposition form II         (49-2) 
By these equations, the stress is the classical stress. When the continuity of stress concept is used in 
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deformation theory, the stress defined above is continuous, although the deformation may be not 
continuous. 
 Here, it should be pointed out that the local rotation to another kind of stress which is related with 
the internal curvature of continuum. It is related with the micro-deformation of continuum. As a first 
approximation, it is related with thermo mechanics. This topic will be expanded bellow. 
  
5. Phase Transition 
 
 The above formulation is about the deformation within an unit time. If the unit time is much 
longer than the characteristic time of liquid (composing fluid) or gas (composing vapor), the 
formulation must be modified. For engineering practice, the continuum is assumed to be stable within 
the unit time. In fact, it is the usually case. However, this does not mean the intrinsic motion of the 
basic material element has long characteristic time. 
 In fact, introducing a characteristic time scale τ  will be useful.  
 Firstly, the within the fraction time 11 <<≈
N
τ  ( ττ <~ for gas) duration, the local rotation angle 
will be expressed: 
        τ
τΘ=Θ                                      (50-1) 
        τ
θθ τ~=                                       (50-2) 
They are interpreted as the local rotation angle within time τ . To meet our formulation, the following 
conditions are applied: 
       2/0 πτ
τ <Θ=Θ≤ , 2/~0 πτ
θθ τ <=≤                     (51) 
Where, the negative sign is dropped as the absolute value will be discussed bellow. 
Hence, to modify the local rotation angle definition, on statistical sense, the best way is to express the 
free liquid deformation as: 
        )( τ
τΘ= ijij RF                                   (52) 
 The similar procedure is applied to the free gas.  
        )~(
~
)~cos(
1
τ
θ
τ
θ
τ
τ
i
j
i
j RF =                             (53) 
By this way, the Θ  and θ  still is defined by unit time duration.  
 For simplicity, in the following discussion, the 1=τ  is taking as the unite time duration. The 
above discussion is to emphasize the statistical sense for the related formulations. 
 Viewing the local rotation as a stochastic process: 
        Θ+Θ=Θ δ0                                   (54-1) 
        δθθθ += 0                                    (54-2) 
For simplicity, it is viewed as a Brownian motion with normal distribution. 
 Under this understanding, the local rotation angle is represented as a stochastic process defined by 
the characteristic function of normal distribution: 
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        ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅−⋅Θ= ΘΘ 220 2
1~exp)( ttitf σ                     (55-1) 
        ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅−⋅= 220 2
1~exp)( ttitf θθ σθ                      (55-2) 
Where, 1~ −=i  is the sign of imaginary number, 0Θ  and 0θ  are the mean value of Θ and θ  
process respectively, 2Θσ  and 2θσ  are their variance. The corresponding probability distribution 
function is: 
        ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ Θ−Θ−⋅⋅=Θ ΘΘ 2
2
0
2
)(
exp
2
1)(~ σσπP                 (56-1) 
        ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ −−⋅⋅= 2
2
0
2
)(
exp
2
1)(~
θθ σ
θθ
σπθP                 (56-2) 
 Based on above formulations, using the statistical mechanics theory, the temperature incremental 
dT is related with the variance as: 
        ρσ
dTC ⋅= ΘΘ2                                  (57-1) 
        ρσ θθ
dTC ⋅=2                                  (57-2) 
Here, the continuum mass density ρ  is invariant for phase transition of isochoric process. ΘC  and 
θC  are material thermal parameters. For phase transition discussion, it can be viewed as a constant (in 
fact, they should be determined by statistical physics for different micro dynamics processes). 
 With above preliminary preparation, the phase transition problem can be discussed. 
 5.1 Solid-Gas Transition 
 For solid, its intrinsic characteristic time is very large. For unit time duration, its average intrinsic 
local rotation is almost zero. For solid continuum, when the local rotation variance Θσ  is bigger than 
a critical angle SΘ  (which is determined by material features), a fraction of solid will be cracked out 
from its surroundings. The cracked out materials will be free at low pressure environment. So, they are 
viewed as gas here. 
 For isotropic cracking process with certain possibility (defined by variance level Θσ ), initially, the 
solid deformation is: 
        )( Θ+⋅= σδ ijijij RSF                              (58) 
It produces the stress which is: 
     ijjiijij SLL δµλσµδσµλσ ⋅++−+−+−= ΘΘ )23()cos1(2)cos1)((2        (59) 
For homogenous distribution of rotation direction ( ( )
3
1=ji LLmean , here after), the isotropic stress is: 
     S)23()cos1(
3
2)cos1)((2 µλσµσµλσ ++−+−+−= ΘΘ                (60) 
After cracking, for the cracked out materials, the gas deformation is: 
        )(~
cos
1
0
0
θθ
i
j
i
j RF =                               (61) 
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Similarly, for homogenous distribution of rotation direction ( ( )
3
1~~ =ji LLmean , hear, after), its 
corresponding isotropic stress is: 
        ijij δθµλσ )1cos
1()~
3
2~(
0
−⋅+=                       (62) 
The macro volume continuity gives out the condition equation: 
        S=−1
cos
1
0θ                                    (63) 
 For solid-gas transition, the isotropic stress should be continuous. So, the transition equation is: 
    GP=−⋅+=−+−−+ Θ )1cos
1()~
3
2~()cos1)(
3
2(2)1
cos
1)(23(
00 θµλσµλθµλ       (64) 
For the solid-gas transition, the GP  pressure is the measured externally. For low pressure, the 0θ  is 
small. When the GP  is taken as the variable, the 0θ  is determined by the last equality equation.  
        
µλθ ~
3
2~
)1
cos
1(
0 +
=− GP                             (65) 
As the gas local rotation 0θ  is temperature dependent, so the global temperature is determined by this 
equation, also. 
For given material parameters, putting Equation (57-1) into Equation (64), the incremental 
temperature is determined by the equation: 
      )1
~
3
2~
23(
)
3
2(2
cos1 −
+
+⋅
+
=− Θ
µλ
µλ
µλρ
G
S
PdTC                      (66) 
Here, the mass density is defined for solid state. Hence, the dT  is determined.  
 The maximum allowable solid-gas transition pressure range is given by the equation: 
       1)1
~
3
2~
23(
)
3
2(2
0 ≤−
+
+⋅
+
≤
µλ
µλ
µλ
GP                          (67) 
By instinct, the critical temperature for the triple point of solid-liquid-gas is defined by the pressure: 
       
1
~
3
2~
23
)
3
2(2
−
+
+
+
=
µλ
µλ
µλ
tripleP                                   (68) 
It is completely determined by the solid features and gas features. The triple temperature can be 
determined, indirectly, by the equation: 
       
)~
3
2~()23(
)
3
2(2
~
3
2~
)1
)(cos
1(
µλµλ
µλ
µλθ +−+
+
=
+
=− triple
triple
P
T
         (69) 
It is completely determined by the solid features and gas features, also.  
 5.2 Liquid-Gas Transition 
 For liquid-gas process with certain possibility (defined by variance level Θσ ), the liquid 
deformation tensor is: 
       )( 0 Θ+Θ= σijij RF                                    (70) 
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For such a liquid, its initial pressure is defined as: 
       )cos1)(~
3
2~(2 00 Θ−+= LLp µλ                            (71) 
Here and after, the liquid parameters are labeled with L to distinguish from gas. 
Based on phase transition curves, the following condition is met: 
       tripleLL P≥Θ−+ )cos1)(~3
2~(2 0µλ                          (72) 
At the liquid-gas transition process, the liquid stress tensor is: 
      ijLLij δσµλσ )]cos(1)[~3
2~(2 0 Θ+Θ−+−=                        (73) 
Hence, using gas Equations (61) and (62), the stress continuity condition is: 
     GLL P=−+=+Θ−+ Θ )1cos
1)(~
3
2~()]cos(1)[~
3
2~(2
0
0 θµλσµλ              (74) 
It means that the gas expansion stress is balance by the liquid compressive stress. (In solid-gas 
transition, the gas expansion stress is supplied by the solid volume expansion force. This can be true 
only for low temperature case.) It is clear that, here, tripleG PP > . 
 Using the GP  as the variables, the transition temperature incremental is determined by equation: 
       
)~
3
2~(2
)cos(1 0
LL
G
L
PdTC
µλρ +
=+Θ− Θ                     (75) 
The global temperature is determined by the equation (indirectly): 
       
µλθ ~
3
2~
1
)(cos
1
0 +
=− GP
T
                               (76) 
Generally speaking, as tripleG PP > , the temperature is higher than the solid-gas transition temperature. 
 5.3 Solid-Liquid Transition 
 For many solid at medium temperature and pressure, the stochastic local rotation is not zero-mean. 
For example, when some kinds of coherent patterns happened in the solid materials, the shear stress 
will crack the materials into several pieces. Hence, the mean local rotation is a finite value SΘ . This 
feature is expressed by the deformation tensor: 
       )( Θ+Θ= σSijij RF                                    (77) 
Here, the mean value of local rotation angle is determined by the yield stress of solid as: 
       yieldS σµλ =Θ−+ )cos1)(3
2(2                            (78) 
For liquid, the deformation tensor is: 
       )( Lijij RF Θ=                                        (79) 
The stress continuity equation is: 
     LLLLS P=Θ−+=+Θ−+ Θ )cos1)(~3
2~(2)]cos(1)(
3
2(2 µλσµλ             (80) 
As solid parameters ( µλ, ) are much larger than liquid parameters ( LL µλ ~,~ ), the LP  will be at the 
range: 
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       Lyieldtriple PP ≤≤σ                                    (81) 
The global temperature is indirectly determined by equation: 
        LLLL PT =Θ−+ )](cos1)[~3
2~(2 µλ                     (82) 
Generally speaking, although GL PP > , as liquid parameters ( LL µλ ~,~ ) are much larger than gas 
parameters ( µλ ~,~ ), the temperature is lower than the liquid-gas transition temperature. This can be 
inferred from the related equations. 
Using the LP  as the variables, the transition temperature incremental is determined by equation: 
       L
S
S P
dTC =+Θ−+ Θ )]cos(1)[3
2(2 ρµλ                    (83) 
 Now, it is time to turn to the supercritical fluid region. 
 5.4 Super-Fluid Transition 
 For liquid materials, its deformation is: 
       )(Θ= ijij RF                                         (84) 
For gas, the deformation is: 
       )(~
cos
1 θθ
i
j
i
j RF =                                     (85) 
By the geometrical Equations (6) and (16), when 2/π→Θ , or 2/πθ → , the materials cannot be 
viewed as continuum, because there are no continuous displacement field (here, it is velocity) for such 
cases. Observing equation: 
      CLL P=−+=Θ−+ )1cos
1)(~
3
2~()cos1)(~
3
2~(2 θµλµλ                (86) 
For 2/π→Θ , the liquid does no form a continuum in conventional sense. The critical pressure is 
defined as: 
       C
C
LL PT
=−+=+ )1
)(cos
1)(~
3
2~()~
3
2~(2 θµλµλ                (87) 
For 2/πθ → , the pressure tends to infinite. That is: 
       ,)1
)(cos
1)(~
3
2~( ∞→−+=
T
P θµλ  when 2/πθ →            (87) 
Hence, the super-fluid region is defined by condition equations: 
       )~
3
2~(2 LLCPP µλ +=≥ , CTT ≥                          (88) 
It shows that, the critical pressure is completely determined by the fluid parameters. Where, the critical 
temperature is determined (indirectly) by equation: 
       
)~
3
2~(
)~
3
2~(2
1
)(cos
1
µλ
µλ
θ +
+
+= LL
CT
                           (89) 
It shows that, the critical temperature is determined by the ratio of liquid parameter over gas parameter. 
 Summering above results: the phase transition phenomenon is well formulated by the unique 
physical requirements stress continuity (pressure continuity) for continuous temperature variation. The 
typical phase diagram of continuum be obtained by the related equations given in this paper. 
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6. Application: Rock as Multiphase Continuum 
 
 There are two different multiphase continuum definitions. The multiphase continuum in physics is 
a topic for statistical mechanics, where the materials have the same composition. In this case, the 
internal interaction is temperature dependent, and the dynamics in a scale less than molecular cluster 
scale is concerned. It is too complicated for deformation mechanics. This topic will not be discussed 
here further. 
In mechanical engineering, the multiphase continuum is referring to the continuum composed by 
solid, liquid, and gas. They usually have different composition. The solid forms the volume frame, 
while the liquid and gas are filled in the volume. They have contribution to stress, but usually has no 
direct contribution to volume variation. 
 For simplicity, taking the volume variant deformation as an example, the macro deformation 
tensor is: 
       )(~
cos
1)()1( θθβαδγ
i
j
i
j
i
j
i
j RReF +Θ++=                   (90) 
Where, the solid, liquid, and gas contribution coefficients are ,,αγ and β . Their total should be unit 
one. 1=++ βαγ . Then, the stress field is: 
    ijLLij e δθµλβµλαµλγσ )]1cos
1)(~
3
2~()cos1)(~
3
2~(2)23([ −++Θ−+−⋅+=       (91) 
The static state, which is taken as the reference configuration is defined by the deformation: 
       )(~
cos
1)( 0
0
0 θθβαγδ
i
j
i
j
i
j
i
j RRF +Θ+=                     (92) 
The static state stress is: 
     ijLLij δθµλβµλασ )]1cos
1)(~
3
2~()cos1)(~
3
2~(2[
0
0
0 −++Θ−+−=             (93) 
Based on the geometrical meaning of each items, in Chen rational mechanics, the length variation is: 
         eg =δ                                     (94) 
The stress variation is: 
  ijLLij e δθθµλβµλαµλγδσ )]cos
1
cos
1)(~
3
2~()cos)(cos~
3
2~(2)23([
0
0 −++Θ−Θ+−⋅+=       (95) 
This equation can be simplified as: 
    ijLLij e δδθθ
θµλβδµλαµλγδσ ])
cos
sin
)(~
3
2~())(sin~
3
2~(2)23([
0
2
0
0 ++ΘΘ++⋅+=     (97) 
Hence, if one define the stress by the effective parameters ( µλ , ), then the stress is expressed as: 
         eij ⋅+= )23( µλδσ                           (98) 
By comparing the Equations (97) and (98), one has: 
   
eeLL
δθ
θ
θµλβδµλαµλγµλ ⋅++ΘΘ+++⋅=+ )
cos
sin
)(~
3
2~())(sin~
3
2~(2)23(23
0
2
0
0       (100) 
It says the effective mechanic parameters are the weight sum of solid, liquid, and gas features. 
Generally speaking, the e/Θδ  and e/δθ  are material feature constants. In mining industry, the 
infinitive effective mechanical parameter means rock bursting. 
 For gas driven bursting in mining industry, the condition can be predicted by gasθθ ≥0 , where the 
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gasθ  can be measured by laboratory experiments. For 2/0 π→Θ , water driven bursting is produced. 
Hence, by measuring the compressive parameters of rock, the potential rock bursting can be predicted. 
  
7. Conclusions 
 
In this research based on Chen Rational Mechanics frame, the motion of mater in continuum 
sense is described by the base vector transformation: )(),(),( 0 xgxtFxtg iijj
rr ⋅=  (the spatial and time 
parameters will be dropped, here after). Once an arbitral initial coordinator is selected, a material 
element will be labeled by this coordinator combining with local initial base vector (on this sense, the 
coordinator and base vectors are embedded into the continuum), no matter how its current 
configuration is deformed. By this way, omitting the global translation and rotation of the continuum as 
a whole, the matter motion in continuum is purely the base vector intrinsic stretching and local relative 
intrinsic rotation referring to its initial configuration (the should be configuration determined by the 
continuum motion surrounding the material element under discussion). In observation sense, the 
commoving dragging coordinator system (defined by coordinators and base vectors) variation is the 
natural results of matter motion as a continuum. Hence, such a geometrical field theory is a natural 
selection for continuum motion. (If coordinator transformation method is used, there are too many jobs 
putting on the relation between the ix  coordinator system and the laboratory iX coordinator system. 
Then, the true physical essential variation of gauge tensor is waiting to be recovered, which is not 
practical for complicated deformation. Furthermore, the material objective invariance may not be met. 
Although for infinitesimal deformation this is not serious, it do cause serious error for large 
deformation or deformation with local rotation.)  
In such a kind of natural geometrical field selection, the static solid is defined by: ijijF δ= . It is an 
identical transformation.  
For static liquid, within unit time, the basic material element motion is defined as: )(Θ= ijij RF . It 
means that, the liquid material has a local relative rotation referring to its “should be” configuration 
unit-time-before. For continuum composed by liquid, it has a classical expansion on its rotation plane. 
Hence, to make the continuum has a fixed external configuration, a container should be used (top open 
boundary under gravity field). As the local rotation has no classical strain on rotation direction, a 
natural laminar structure (each layer has different local rotation angular) may be formed. This is the 
basic feature for static continuum. By this sense, the wall of container has contribution to the static 
pressure of liquid continuum. In fact, the local rotation will produce an isotropic compressive stress 
(which contributes the main body of static pressure) and surface contraction stress which is called as 
surface tension). In the theory, these results are obtained naturally, while in conventional mechanics 
theory, they are introduced externally. So, I have enough reasons to claim that the Chen rational 
mechanics theory frame is much powerful than others. Furthermore, the conventional static liquid 
definition fails to define its internal velocity field (which determines the local rotation in Chen theory). 
Hence, the static liquid definition given in this paper is much better. 
Distinguishing from conventional static liquid continuum definition (gauge invariant), the static 
liquid is defined by motion within unit time. Hence, introducing the thermal parameter Θσ  the static 
liquid under incremental temperature environment is described by )( 0 Θ+Θ= σijij RF  in statistical 
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sense. Similarly, the static solid is expressed as )( Θ= σijij RF . Though both have invariant gauge 
tensor, they are at different physical phase. Theoretically, there is no sharp boundary between both. 
Hence, the solid-liquid transition is formulated under the physical requirement of stress continuity. As 
the local rotation has no contribution to the gauge tensor, the macro external observable classical strain 
(hence, stress) variation is caused by local rotation. This feature is expressed as: zero intrinsic 
stretching (intrinsic strain) and non-zero classical strain. In physical sense, for solid-liquid transition, 
the material element is invariant (on gauge field sense). However, although the physical stress is 
continuous, the classical strain is not continuous. By the classical strain definition (strain rate, in most 
textbooks), the velocity field (displacement field in unit-time) is not continuous for solid-liquid 
transition.  
For static gas, it is well known that to keep its fixed external configuration, a closed container 
must be used. Its internal expansive pressure is balanced by the container closed walls. For free state 
gas, the deformation is: ijij RF
~
cos
1
θ= . (To keep the fixed macro external configuration, the container 
must supply the compressive stress to produce a deformation (in container scale): ijijF δθ )(cos= ). 
Hence, the static gas is different from static liquid in the local rotation modes: for liquid, the gauge is 
invariant; for gas, the gauge is amplified. Hence, for the solid-gas transition, the solid must have a 
volume explosion to broken into material pieces.  
However, for liquid-gas transition, the flow-ability of liquid may not require the liquid has such an 
volume explosion as the linkage between material elements of liquid as a continuum is weak 
(comparing with solid continuum). In liquid-gas transition, the stress field is continuous. However, the 
classical strain is not continuous. Hence, very complicated flow patterns are possibly be formed. 
Unfortunately, they are beyond the coverage of this paper as the dynamic process will be concerned. 
Although the transition dynamic process is omitted in this research, the phase transition condition 
is well formulated. They give out a rational interpretation about the phase diagram of conventional 
materials. As a limit case, the super-fluid transition conditions are formulated, also. 
Therefore, it can conclude that: (1) a geometrical field representation of solid, liquid, and gas as a 
continuum id established in rational mechanics frame; (2) a geometrical deformation theory of solid, 
liquid, and gas phases transition are formulated; (3) the conventional constitutive equations of solid, 
liquid, and gas are unified into a constitutive equation which express the stress by intrinsic strain. 
As an example, the rock bursting is formulated by the phase formulation in this paper through 
formulating a suitable multi-phase model. 
Theoretically, it is hoped that an unified geometrical field theory which represents the solid, liquid, 
and gas in the same motion concept will help to solve the multiphase continuum mechanics problem. 
However, this job is extremely difficult. This difficulty is apparent in this research, as the temperature 
is not given in a rational formulation although it is the representation of internal motion of matter. 
However, “step by step” is the only way to attend to the idea target.  
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